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Need for Lunar Roving Prospector"
There have been eight post-Apollo
orbiters sent to the Moon:"
 Clementine (1994)"
 Lunar Prospector (1998)"
 Smart 1 (2003)"
 Kaguya (2007)"
 Changʼe 1 (2007)"
 Chandrayaan-1 (2008)"
 LCROSS (2009)*"
 LRO (2009)"
 Datasets have shown that there is still
much to learn and explore"
 Remote sensing datasets need


ground truth on a global scale!
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Lunar Roving Prospector (LRP)"
 Long-lived, long-distance "
 LRP will investigate 4-5

major geologic terrains, 20+
major and 100ʼs of minor
sites"
 Travel 500 to 1,000 km over
2 Earth years"
 Operate during daylight each
month"
 Provide outstanding
opportunities for immersive
public engagement"
Example 1,000 km Traverse"

Mission Objectives"
 Provide ground truth for all terrain types measured by orbital datasets"
 Inventory rock type diversity, characterize the impact process, improve








the understanding of lunar volcanism, volatile detection and distribution"
Detect, assay, and map potential resources (identifying and quantifying
ISRU potential)"
Investigate the nature of regolith structure including mechanical
properties "
Quantify the nature of dust, its environments, and its interactions with
systems/humans, and demonstrate dust mitigation strategies and
technologies"
Measure radiation (primary and secondary) hazards to future human
explorers"
Demonstrate precision landing, autonomous navigation, teleoperations,
dust mitigation, sampling, and long-duration operations"
Sample cache"

Measurement Capabilities
Specific instrument suite directed by mission profile!
Chemistry!

Mineralogy!
 Determine
major
element chemistry"
 Determine
major element
chemistry"
 Determine major mineral abundance"
 Relevant techniques (pick two):"
 Relevant techniques (pick two):"  Relevant techniques (pick two)"
 X-Ray Diffraction"
 X-Ray Fluorescence"
 X-Ray Breakdown
Fluorescence"
 UVVISIR Spectrometer"
 Laser-Induced
Spectroscopy (LIBS)"
 Raman Spectrometer"
 Laser-induced
 Gamma-Ray
spectrometer"Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)"
Imaging Systems"
 Neutron Spectrometer"
 Gamma-Ray spectrometer"
 MS Stereo Imager (Pancam)"
 APXS – Proton"
 FARCAM (Narrow Angle BW)"
 Neutron
Spectrometer"
 Mossbauer
"
 Engineering/Navigation Cameras"
Lunar Environment!
 APXS – Proton"
 Determine variations in magnetic field"
Probe Regolith Structure"
 Characterize
regolith grain size
 Mossbauer
" and
 Determine depth of regolith"
morphology"
 Identify discontinuities within regolith"
 Relevant techniques:"
 Relevant techniques:"
 Magnetometer"
 Microwave Sounding"
 Handlens Imager"
 Seismology"
 Electrical Charge Detection"
 Image inside of impact craters"
 LET Spectra"

Operating Scenarios "
 Cruise Mode"





Roving is dominant activity to move between
science sites (some in motion measurements) "
Autonomous operations, stopping infrequently to
complete a set of basic measurements (i.e.
Pancam, LIBS – ChemCam, etc.)"
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Roam	
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Use high resolution DEMs from LROC NAC
stereo images as well as engineering cameras to
aid in route design"

 Focused Investigation Mode"




 Roam Mode"


Stopping	
  
Points	
  

Detailed analysis of a site"
Autonomous and teleoperated"
Stopping frequently and collecting complete suite
of measurements"
Similar to cruise mode, but stopping at regular
intervals to acquire a set of science
measurements"
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Traceability To NASA Goals "
 LRP can directly address many key objectives defined by the Scientific

Context for Exploration of the Moon (SCEM Report), NASA Advisory Council
Workshop on Science Associated With the Lunar Exploration Architecture,
and the LEAG Lunar Exploration Roadmap"
 Inventory the variety, age, distribution, and origin of lunar rock types"
 Investigate the surface geology and environment of the Moon"
 Determine physical properties of lunar regolith at diverse locations of

expected human activity"
 Study the lunar regolith to understand the nature and history of solar wind

variations, galactic cosmic rays, and the local interstellar medium"
 Study the effects of lunar radiation on biological model systems"
 Develop the capability for productive and efficient human-robotic interaction
in the exploration of planetary surface"

And many more…!

Participatory Exploration"
 Rich Opportunity for Public

Participation"
 Passive Participation"

Live high definition video streams"
3-D surface panoramas "
 Earth views posted daily"



 Active Participation"
 Public submits image request at
detailed sampling locations"
 Competitive proposals to drive rovers
in real time"
 Public collects measurements from
image data (e.g. JPL Be A Martian!)"
 Work Force Development"
 Undergraduate, graduate, and
postdocs working in all phases of
engineering development and science
implementation"

Example Rover Traverse "
 Land in southern Oceanus








Procellarum, unsampled terrain
type (so-called olivine basalts)"
Mysterious lunar swirls (magnetic
anomaly)"
Volcanic domes, unusual
compositional types?"
Characterize youngest mare"
Aristarchus - richness of volcanic
types (effusive and pyroclastic)"
ISRU"
Total distance: 1000 km, 2 years"
Example	
  Traverse	
  

Landing Site"

 Check out engineering and instrument

systems"
 Inspect descent stage"
 Characterize mineralogy and

chemistry of unusual high olivine
basalts"
 Measure depth and structure of

regolith"
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Reiner Gamma"

 Unexplained albedo,

color, and magnetic
anomaly"
 Subject of study and
speculation for 40+
years"
 Investigate magnetic
environment,
geochemistry, and
surface properties"
 Investigate surface/
space interaction"

Image 100 km wide"

Marius Hills"
 Highest concentration of



domes	
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Image	
  75	
  km	
  wide	
  

rille	
  

volcanic features
(domes, rilles) on Moon"
Runner-up Apollo 15
landing site; high-priority
target for future human
exploration"
Investigate styles of
volcanic emplacement"
Determine compositional
diversity and resource
potential of Marius region"
Investigate possible lava
tube habitats"

Open Lava Tubes – Yes!"
 Pit crater in Mare

Tranquillitatis"
 Diameter 105 x 115

meters"
 Depth ~ 100 meters"
 LROC NAC
M126710873R"
 What lies beneath?"

Unexplored Mare"
Aristarchus	
  plateau	
  
 Oceanus Procellarum has diverse

range of mare compositions and
ages"
 Implications for remotely-sensed
ages of Mars and all other
terrestrial planets"

volcano	
  

 Scout out young basalt samples"
 Systematic analyses of

Procellarum region will clarify
geologic relationships,
stratigraphy, ISRU potential"

?	
  

youngest	
  mare	
  

Image 75 km wide"

Aristarchus Plateau"
 Large pyroclastic deposit"
 Huge resource potential – two

Constellation sites"
 Along with polar regions,

highest priority target for future
human lunar exploration"
 Key goals are to assay

resources, determine
composition and nature of
dark mantle, and investigate
the composition of Aristarchus
crater materials"
 A prime location for a lunar

outpost"

Image 100 km wide"

Lunar Roving Prospector Key Points"
 True exploration requires robust mobility capability"
 Long duration (1000 km, 2 yr) feasible today"
 Many possible traverses (poles, mid-latitude,

equatorial)"
 Moon is most accessible exploration target"
 Teleoperation (sliding autonomy)"
 Mobility"
 Technology demonstration"
 Assay known resources and discover new ones"
 Comprehensive geologic investigation of surface"
 Tie remote sensing data to ground (LRO,
Chandrayaan, Selene, GRAIL, LADEE)"
 Engineering observations enabling future
technology development"
North view (80° to the pole) as viewed
 Engage public in NASA exploration in a sustained
by LROC Wide Angle Camera"
collaboration"
 Workforce development "

Additional Slides"

Challenges & Mitigation Strategies"
 Dust"
 Observe dust migration in lunar environment"
 Opportunity to test dust mitigation technologies in real lunar

environment, including using conducting surfaces and electrostatic
pulses to remove dust particles"
 Nighttime survival"
 Stirling Radioscopic Generator (SRG) provides energy for nighttime
survival and limited measurements "
 Noontime heat"
 Multiple radiators with variable capacitance"
 Hazard avoidance during driving ""
 Sliding autonomy"
 Smart hazard detection"

Previous Planetary Rovers"

Lunokhod 2, 840 kg"
Average speed 0.19 km/h"

MER 185 kg"
Average speed 0.036 km/h"

Apollo LRV 210 kg
Average speed 9 km/h"

Sojourner"
Average speed 0.021 km/h"

Traceability to the SCEM Report (1 of 3)"

 3. Key planetary processes are manifested in the diversity of lunar

crustal rocks."
 3a. Determine the extent and composition of the primary feldspathic

crust, KREEP layer, and other products of planetary differentiation."
 3b. Inventory the variety, age, distribution, and origin of lunar rock
types.!
 3d. Quantify the local and regional complexity of the current lunar
crust."
 3e. Determine the vertical extent and structure of the megaregolith."

 5. Lunar volcanism provides a window into the thermal and

compositional evolution of the moon."
 5c. Determine the compositional range and extent of lunar pyroclastic

deposits."

Traceability to the SCEM Report (2 of 3)"

 6. The Moon is an accessible laboratory for studying the impact

process on planetary scales."
 6a. Characterize the existence and extent of melt sheet differentiation."
 6c. Quantify the effects of planetary characteristics (composition,

density, impact velocities) on crater formation and morphology."
 6d. Measure the extent of lateral and vertical mixing of local and
ejecta material."

 7. The Moon is a natural laboratory for regolith processes and

weathering on anhydrous airless bodies"
 7a. Search for and characterize ancient regolith."
 7b. Determine physical properties of the regolith at diverse locations

of expected human activity."
 7c. Understand regolith modification processes (including space
weathering), particularly deposition of volatile materials."

Traceability to the SCEM Report (3 of 3)"

 8. Processes involved with the atmosphere and dust

environment of the moon are accessible for scientific study
while the environment remains in a pristine state."
 8a. Determine the global density, composition, and time

variability of the fragile lunar atmosphere before it is perturbed
by further human activity.*"
 8b. Determine the size, charge, and spatial distribution of
electrostatically transported dust grains and assess their likely
effects on lunar exploration and lunar-based astronomy.*"
 8d. Learn how water vapor and other volatiles are released
from the lunar surface and migrate to the poles where they are
adsorbed in polar cold traps.*"
*Depends on instrument suite"

Traceability to NASA Advisory Council
Workshop on Science Associated to Lunar
Exploration Architecture (1 of 2) "
 mGeo-4: Determine the origin and distribution of endogenous lunar

volatiles as one input to under- standing the origin, composition, and
structure of the Moon and other planetary bodies."
 mGeo-5: Characterize the crustal geology of the Moon via the regolith

to identify the range of geological materials present. "
 mGeo-6: Characterize the impact process, especially for large basins

on the Moon and other planetary bodies, to understand this complex
process. "
 mGeo-9: Study the lunar regolith to understand the nature and history

of solar emissions, galactic cosmic rays, and the local interstellar
medium."

Traceability to NASA Advisory Council
Workshop on Science Associated to Lunar
Exploration Architecture (2 of 2) "
 mGeo-10: Determine lunar regolith properties to understand the

surface geology and environment of the Moon and other airless
bodies."
 mGeo-11: Characterize the lunar regolith to understand the space

weathering process in different crustal environments. "
 mGeo-12: Characterize lunar volatiles and their source to determine

their origin and reveal the nature of impactors on the Moon. "
 mGeo-13: Characterize transport of lunar volatiles to understand the

processes of polar volatile deposit origin and evolution."
 mGeo-14: Characterize volatiles and other materials to understand
their potential for lunar resource utilization. "

Traceability to LEAGʼs
Lunar Exploration Roadmap (1 of 2)"
 GOAL Sci-A: Understand the formation, evolution, and current

state of the Moon:"
 Objective Sci-A-1: Understand the environmental impacts of






lunar exploration "
Objective Sci-A-3: Characterize the environment and
processes in lunar polar regions and in the lunar exosphere "
Objective Sci-A-4: Understand the dynamical evolution and
space weathering of the regolith "
Objective Sci-A-6: Understand volcanic processes "
Objective Sci-A-7: Understand the impact process "
Objective Sci-A-8: Determine the stratigraphy, structure, and
geological history of the Moon "

Traceability to LEAGʼs
Lunar Exploration Roadmap (2 of 2)"


GOAL Sci-D: Use the unique lunar environment as research tool."




GOAL FF-A: Identify and test technologies on the Moon to enable robotic and
human solar system science and exploration:"




Objective FF-A-3: Develop surface mobility capabilities that allow human crews to
efficiently and safely explore the surface of Mars"

GOAL FF-B: Use the Moon as a test-bed for missions operations and exploration
techniques to reduce the risks and increase the productivity of future missions to
Mars and beyond:"




Objective Sci-D-17: Study the effects of lunar radiation on biological model systems"

Objective FF-B-2: Develop the capability for productive and efficient human-robotic
interaction in the exploration of planetary surfaces"

GOAL Sust-B: Enable and Support the Collaborative Expansion of Science and
Exploration:"




Objective Sust-B-1: Implementation of comprehensive, coordinated integration of
diverse scientific and exploration activities to maximize complementary operations
and minimize operational and environmental conflicts"
Objective Sust-B-5: Deployment of Robotic Facilities for Science and Exploration
Operations"

